Navigation Path: http://hs.stanford.edu. Select the appropriate protocol for editing. Answer Yes to edit the protocol. Select Protocol Information from the left hand navigation menu.

Moving From Section to Section

The Protocol Information menu item is divided into sixteen sections. These pages mimic the old Protocol Application document.

- Attachments are added in Section 16

To view the section titles associated with any section, use your mouse to hover over one of the page icons. The titles of the sections on that page will display like this:

- You may move through Protocol Information using the page icons at the top of each page, or by clicking the arrows - - located at the top and bottom of the page.

Additional Tips

- Question 1a is limited to a maximum of 250 characters. Please be brief.
- In Section 6, Significant and Non-significant refers to the risk of the device.
- In Section 9, all of the questions, including items like Social well-being, Economic well-being, etc. refer to the risks of the study to the participant.
- In sections that do not apply to you, enter N/A in the fields.
- Section 13 is required for all protocols. Add one Consent Background for each consent form, alteration form, or waiver associated with this protocol.
- Section 14 is required for all protocols involving minors. Add one Assent Background for each assent form, assent alteration form, or waiver associated with this protocol.